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TREATMENT DEVICES AND METHODS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of, and priority to, U.S. Provisional Application No.

62/409,103, filed October 17, 2016, the content of which is hereby incorporated by reference

herein in its entirety.

FIELD

The present disclosure relates generally to medical devices and methods of treatment with

medical devices. In particular, the present disclosure relates to a medical device for ablation of a

tissue surface and delivery of a therapeutic that targets diseased cells via a marker whose

expression is upregulated by the ablation.

BACKGROUND

Cancer is a group of diseases involving abnormal cell growth with the potential to invade

or spread to other parts of the body. Cancer generally manifests into abnormal growths of tissue

in the form of a tumor that may be localized to a particular area of a patient's body (e.g.,

associated with a specific body part or organ) or may be spread throughout. Tumors, both

benign and malignant, are commonly treated and removed via surgical intervention, as surgery

often offers the greatest chance for complete removal and cure, especially if the cancer has not

spread to other parts of the body. However, in some instances, surgery alone is insufficient to

adequately remove all cancerous tissue from a local environment.

Some procedures are meant to ablate the marginal tissue and any cancerous cells. For

example, surgical removal of a breast tumor (e.g., a lumpectomy) may be accompanied by

irradiation. Unlike a mastectomy, a lumpectomy removes only the tumor and a small rim (area)

of the normal tissue around it. Radiation therapy is provided in an attempt to kill any cancer

cells that may remain. Unfortunately, radiation techniques can be costly, require multiple

treatments over several months, and can have devastating side effects on a patient's quality of

life. Furthermore, radiation may leave some viable cancer cells in the patient.



SUMMARY

Tumors, both benign and malignant, are commonly treated and destroyed via surgical

intervention, as surgery often offers the greatest chance for complete removal and cure,

especially if the cancer has not metastasized. However, after the tumor is destroyed, a hollow

cavity may remain, wherein tissue surrounding this cavity and surrounding the original tumor

site can still leave abnormal or potentially cancerous cells that the surgeon fails, or is unable, to

excise. This surrounding tissue is commonly referred to as "margin tissue" or "marginal tissue",

and is the location within a patient where a reoccurrence of the tumor may most likely occur.

The device and method described herein can be used during an ablation procedure to

destroy a thin rim of normal tissue around the cavity in an effort to manage residual disease in

the local environment that has been treated. This technique can help to ensure that all

microscopic disease in the local environment has been treated. This is especially true in the

treatment of tumors that have a tendency to recur. Applications of such a method of intra-

operatively extending tumor margins are applicable to many areas of the body including the liver

and especially the breast.

In particular, the present disclosure relates to a medical device and a method of treatment

provided by the medical device, wherein the method of treatment, optionally after tissue

resection (e.g., tumor resection), includes, by way of the medical device, ablation of a tissue

surface or within the resection cavity and delivery of a therapeutic that targets diseased cells

(e.g., cancel cells) via a marker whose expression is upregulated by the ablation. The ablation

directly kills diseased cells. While some diseased cells evade direct ablation, those cells

nevertheless upregulate certain cell surface markers in response to the ablation, even while other,

healthy or normal cells do not upregulate expression of the marker in response to the ablation or

their upregulation is less than the upregulation of the marker in the diseased cells. Devices and

methods disclosed herein are used to deliver a therapeutic that preferentially targets the

upregulated cell surface marker to cause the death of those diseased cells. The devices and

methods disclosed herein provide a two-prong approach to treating a disease, such as cancer, in

which the direct ablation and the therapeutic are linked to each other because the ablation

upregulates expression of a target of the therapeutic. Due to this link between the two treatment

modalities, cells that manage to escape ablation are preferentially marked for death by the

therapeutic.



While primarily discussed in the context of cancel cells of a tissue surface or at tumor

margins after resection of a tumor, the skilled artisan will appreciate that the methods and

devices described herein are applicable to any diseased or abnormal tissue in which a mechanical

stimulus can cause preferential upregulation of cell surface markers of the diseased cells over

normal or healthy cells. Similarly, while primarily discussed in the context of breast tissue, the

skilled artisan will appreciate that the methods and devices described herein are applicable to any

area of the body.

In certain embodiments, ablation and delivery of the therapeutic occur using multiple

different devices or multiple different routes of administration. For example, the ablation can

occur locally and the therapeutic can be administered systemically. Alternatively, both ablation

and therapeutic can be administered locally. The same or different devices can be used to deliver

the mechanical stimulus and the therapeutic.

In some embodiments, the method may be performed using an ablation device for

providing both the stimulus (i.e., RF ablation) and the therapeutic (i.e., an agent that

preferentially targets the target cell type for which expression of the cell surface marker has been

upregulated via the stimulus).

According to one aspect, the ablation device of the present invention generally includes a

probe including an elongated shaft configured as a handle and adapted for manual manipulation

and a nonconductive distal portion coupled to the shaft. The nonconductive distal portion

includes an electrode array positioned along an external surface thereof. The distal portion,

including the electrode array, can be delivered to and maneuvered within a tissue cavity (e.g.,

formed from tumor removal) and configured to ablate marginal tissue (via RF energy)

immediately surrounding the tissue cavity in order to minimize recurrence of the tumor. The

electrode array may be composed of a plurality of conductive members (e.g., conductive wires)

electrically isolated and independent from one another. Thus, in some embodiments, each of the

plurality of conductive wires, or one or more sets of a combination of conductive wires, is

configured to independently receive an electrical current from an energy source (e.g., ablation

generator) and independently conduct energy, the energy including RF energy. This allows

energy to be selectively delivered to a designated conductive wire or combination of conductive

wires. This design also enables the ablation device to function in a bipolar mode because a first

conductive wire (or combination of conductive wires) can deliver energy to the surrounding



tissue through its electrical connection with an ablation generator while a second conductive wire

(or combination of conductive wires s) can function as a ground or neutral conductive member.

In some embodiments, the ablation device is configurd to provide RF ablation via a

virtual electrode arrangement, which includes distribution of a fluid along an exterior surface of

the distal tip and, upon activation of the electrode array, the fluid may carry, or otherwise

promote, energy emitted from the electrode array to the surrounding tissue. For example, the

nonconductive distal portion of the ablation device includes an interior chamber retaining at

least an innner member and a hydrophilic insert surrounding the inner member. The interior

chamber of the distal portion is configured to receive and retain a fluid (e.g., saline) therein from

a fluid source. The hydrophilic insert is configured receive and evenly distribute the fluid

through the distal tip by wicking the saline against gravity through capillary action. The distal

portion may generally include a plurality of ports or perforations configured to allow the fluid to

pass therethrough, or weep, from the interior chamber to an external surface of the distal portion.

The spacer member is shaped and sized so as to maintain the hydrophilic insert in contact with

the interior surface of the distal tip wall, and specifically in contact with the one or more ports,

such that the hydrophilic insert provides uniformity of saline distribution to the ports.

Accordingly, upon positioning the distal portion within a target site (e.g., tissue cavity to be

ablated), the electrode array can be activated. The fluid weeping through the ports to the outer

surface of the distal portion is able to carry energy from electrode array, thereby creating a

virtual electrode. Accordingly, upon the fluid weeping through the perforations, a pool or thin

film of fluid is formed on the exterior surface of the distal portion and is configured to ablate

surrounding tissue via the RF energy carried from the electrode array.

The therapeutic can be provided in a fluid form (i.e., drug solution) such that the

therapeutic can be delivered either concurrently with the saline, or separately, into the interior

chamber of the distal tip. In some embodiments, the inner member may be expandable from a

collapsed configuration to an expanded configuration (i.e., an expandable balloon). Accordingly,

the balloon can be inflated to an expanded configuration, which, in turn, applies a force upon the

surrounding hydrophilic insert, thereby forcing the insert against an interior surface of the

interior chamber and causing the drug solution to be squeezed out of the hydrophilic insert and

through the plurality of ports. This construction ensures a uniform delivery of the drug to the



marginal tissue in the resection cavity and also minimizes wastage of the drug, by precisely

delivering a controlled dose to the marginal tissue.

In certain embodiments, the target cell type is a cancer cell and the plurality of non-target

cell types are non-cancerous cells. The cell surface marker may be a cell surface protein. In

some embodiments, the therapeutic comprises an antibody that binds to the cell surface protein.

For example, in some embodiments, the ablation kills cancer cells within the marginal tissue and

upregulates a marker, such as PD-1, in other cancer cells. The ablation device delivers a

therapeutic, such as an anti-PD-1 antibody.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Features and advantages of the claimed subject matter will be apparent from the

following detailed description of embodiments consistent therewith, which description should be

considered with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a method of treatment consistent with the present

disclosure;

FIGS. 2A and 2B are schematic illustrations of an ablation system consistent with the

present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of one embodiment of an ablation device compatible with

the system of FIG. 1A;

FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of the ablation device of FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a plan view of the ablation device of FIG. 4 illustrating the two halves of the

device separated from one another and showing the interior surface of each and internal

components; and

FIGS. 6 and 7 area schematic illustrations of the ablation device of FIG. 3, partly in

section, illustrating delivery of fluid from an irrigation pump/drip, which may include a

therapeutic, to a hydrophilic insert (foam-like material) within the interior chamber of the distal

portion of the device, wherein the fluid can be subsequently distributed to an exterior surface of

the distal portion in response to inflation of an inner balloon member to an expanded

configuration, thereby resulting in a virtual electrode arrangement upon activation of one or more

portions of an electrode array and delivery of the therapeutic to the surrounding tissue. FIG. 6

illustrates the inner balloon member in a collapsed, or at least partially-collapsed, configuration.



FIG. 7 illustrates the inner balloon member in an expanded configuration, which in turn results in

application of force upon the surrounding hydrophilic insert to thereby force fluid from the

hydrophilic insert through one or more ports and to an exterior surface of the distal portion of the

device.

For a thorough understanding of the present disclosure, reference should be made to the

following detailed description, including the appended claims, in connection with the above-

described drawings. Although the present disclosure is described in connection with exemplary

embodiments, the disclosure is not intended to be limited to the specific forms set forth herein. It

is understood that various omissions and substitutions of equivalents are contemplated as

circumstances may suggest or render expedient.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

By way of overview, the present disclosure is generally directed to a medical device and

method of treatment using the medical device. In particular, the medical device is configured to

apply a stimulus to a target tissue, either on a surface of the tissue, or within a resection cavity,

and further deliver a therapeutic that targets diseased cells (e.g., cancel cells) of the target tissue

via a marker whose expression is upregulated by the stimulus. The method of treatment may

employ a phenomenon by which certain stimuli induce differential expression in cells. For

example, RF ablation may cause diseased cells to upregulate expression of certain cell surface

proteins at a level not found in healthy or normal cells of the same subject. Accordingly, the

medical device may be configured to ablate tissue (ablation is the stimulus) to thereby upregulate

expression of a cell surface marker in diseased cells (e.g., cancer cells) of the tissue, and further

deliver a therapeutic that targets the diseased cells of the tissue via the cell surface marker.

A tissue ablation system consistent with the present disclosure may be well suited for

treating hollow body cavities, such as irregularly-shaped cavities in breast tissue created by a

lumpectomy procedure. For example, once a tumor has been removed, a tissue cavity remains.

The tissue surrounding this cavity is the location within a patient where a reoccurrence of the

tumor may most likely occur. Consequently, after a tumor has been removed, it is desirable to

destroy the surrounding tissue (also referred herein as the "margin tissue" or "marginal tissue").

The tissue ablation system of the present disclosure can be used during an ablation

procedure to destroy the thin rim of marginal tissue around the cavity in a targeted manner. In



particular, the present disclosure is generally directed to a cavitary tissue ablation system

including an ablation device to be delivered into a tissue cavity and configured to emit non

ionizing radiation, such as radiofrequency (RF) energy, in a desired shape or pattern so as to

deliver treatment for the ablation and destruction of a targeted portion of marginal tissue around

the tissue cavity.

In particular embodiments, the method may be performed using an ablation device for

providing both the stimulus (i.e., RF ablation) and the therapeutic (i.e., an agent that

preferentially targets the target cell type for which expression of the cell surface marker has been

upregulated via the stimulus).

The ablation device of the present invention generally includes a probe including an

elongated shaft configured as a handle and adapted for manual manipulation and a

nonconductive distal portion coupled to the shaft. The nonconductive distal portion includes an

electrode array positioned along an external surface thereof. The distal portion, including the

electrode array, can be delivered to and maneuvered within a tissue cavity (e.g., formed from

tumor removal) and configured to ablate marginal tissue (via RF energy) immediately

surrounding the tissue cavity in order to minimize recurrence of the tumor. The electrode array

may be composed of a plurality of conductive members (e.g., conductive wires) electrically

isolated and independent from one another. Thus, in some embodiments, each of the plurality of

conductive wires, or one or more sets of a combination of conductive wires, is configured to

independently receive an electrical current from an energy source (e.g., ablation generator) and

independently conduct energy, the energy including RF energy. This allows energy to be

selectively delivered to a designated conductive wire or combination of conductive wires. This

design also enables the ablation device to function in a bipolar mode because a first conductive

wire (or combination of conductive wires) can deliver energy to the surrounding tissue through

its electrical connection with an ablation generator while a second conductive wire (or

combination of conductive wiress) can function as a ground or neutral conductive member.

In some embodiments, the ablation device is configurd to provide RF ablation via a

virtual electrode arrangement, which includes distribution of a fluid along an exterior surface of

the distal tip and, upon activation of the electrode array, the fluid may carry, or otherwise

promote, energy emitted from the electrode array to the surrounding tissue. For example, the

nonconductive distal portion of the ablation device includes an interior chamber retaining at



least an innner member and a hydrophilic insert surrounding the inner member. The interior

chamber of the distal portion is configured to receive and retain a fluid (e.g., saline) therein from

a fluid source. The hydrophilic insert is configured receive and evenly distribute the fluid

through the distal tip by wicking the saline against gravity through capillary action. The distal

portion may generally include a plurality of ports or perforations configured to allow the fluid to

pass therethrough, or weep, from the interior chamber to an external surface of the distal portion.

The spacer member is shaped and sized so as to maintain the hydrophilic insert in contact with

the interior surface of the distal tip wall, and specifically in contact with the one or more ports,

such that the hydrophilic insert provides uniformity of saline distribution to the ports.

Accordingly, upon positioning the distal portion within a target site (e.g., tissue cavity to be

ablated), the electrode array can be activated. The fluid weeping through the ports to the outer

surface of the distal portion is able to carry energy from electrode array, thereby creating a

virtual electrode. Accordingly, upon the fluid weeping through the perforations, a pool or thin

film of fluid is formed on the exterior surface of the distal portion and is configured to ablate

surrounding tissue via the RF energy carried from the electrode array.

The therapeutic can be provided in a fluid form (i.e., drug solution) such that the

therapeutic can be delivered either concurrently with the saline, or separately, into the interior

chamber of the distal tip. In some embodiments, the inner member may be expandable from a

collapsed configuration to an expanded configuration (i.e., an expandable balloon). Accordingly,

the balloon can be inflated to an expanded configuration, which, in turn, applies a force upon the

surrounding hydrophilic insert, thereby forcing the insert against an interior surface of the

interior chamber and causing the drug solution to be squeezed out of the hydrophilic insert and

through the plurality of ports. This construction ensures a uniform delivery of the drug to the

marginal tissue in the resection cavity and also minimizes wastage of the drug, by precisely

delivering a controlled dose to the marginal tissue.

Accordingly, a tissue ablation device consistent with the present disclosure may be well

suited for treating hollow body cavities, such as irregularly- shaped cavities in breast tissue

created by a lumpectomy procedure. It should be noted, however, that the devices of the present

disclosure are not limited to such post-surgical treatments and, as used herein, the phrase "body

cavity" may include non-surgically created cavities, such as natural body cavities and passages,

such as the ureter (e.g. for prostate treatment), the uterus (e.g. for uterine ablation or fibroid



treatment), fallopian tubes (e.g. for sterilization), and the like. Additionally, or alternatively,

tissue ablation devices of the present disclosure may be used for the ablation of marginal tissue

in various parts of the body and organs (e.g., skin, lungs, liver, pancreas, etc.) and is not limited

to treatment of breast cancer.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a method 10 of treatment consistent with the present

disclosure. The method 10 includes accessing 12 a cavity from which a tissue mass has been

removed. A non-chemical stimulus is mechanically applied 14 within the cavity. The stimulus

upregulates 16 expression of a cell surface marker of a target cell type that is within the cavity

along with a plurality of non-target cell types. The method 10 includes administering 18 a

therapeutic. The therapeutic preferentially targets 20 the target cell type for which expression of

the cell surface marker has been upregulated.

In a preferred embodiment, the target cell type is a cancer cell and the plurality of non-

target cell types are non-cancerous cells. The cell surface marker is a cell surface protein and the

therapeutic comprises an antibody that binds to the cell surface protein. The stimulus includes

RF energy and is applied by insertion of a device into the resection cavity. The device may be

used to deliver both the stimulus and the therapeutic.

In a specific embodiment, the device is used for RF ablation of marginal tissue within a

resection cavity after a lumpectomy. After a breast cancer tumor is removed, the device is

inserted into the resulting cavity in the breast. The device is operated to ablate any cancerous

cells in the marginal tissue in the cavity. The ablation has a primary effect of directly killing

cancerous cells in the marginal tissue. The ablation also has the effect of upregulating

expression the PD-1 cell surface protein. It may be found that this effect involves differential

expression in that PD-1 expression is upregulated in cancer cells more than in healthy cells. It

also may be found that this effect is delocalized in that PD-1 expression is upregulated within the

marginal tissue as well is in cells distant from that location. Thus to ensure complete clearance

of the breast cancer, after the lumpectomy, not only is the marginal tissue ablated, but an anti-

PD-1 therapeutic is administered. Such a treatment method may be performed using a device or

system of the disclosure.

FIGS. 2A and 2B are schematic illustrations of an ablation system 100 for providing

ablation of a target tissue in a patient 102 to thereby upregulate expression of a cell surface

marker and/or protein including enzyme of a target cell type along with a plurality of non-target



cell types and for delivering a therapeutic that preferentially targets the target cell type for which

expression of the cell surface marker has been upregulated.

The ablation system 100 generally includes an ablation device 104, which includes a

probe assembly having a distal tip or portion 106 and an elongated catheter shaft 107 to which

the distal tip 106 is connected. The catheter shaft 107 may generally include a nonconductive

elongated member including a fluid delivery lumen, in addition to other lumens as described in

greater detail herein. The ablation device 104 may further be coupled to a device controller 108

and an ablation generator 110 over an electrical connection (electrical line 124 shown in FIG. 3),

an irrigation pump or drip 112 over a fluid connection (fluid line 128 shown in FIG. 3), and an

inflation source 114 over a connection (connection line 132 shown in FIG. 3).

As will be described in greater detail herein, the device controller 108 may be used to

control the emission of energy from one or more conductive members or wires of the device 104

to result in ablation. In some embodiments, the controller 108 may also be configured to control

delivery of fluid to the distal tip 106 so as to control subsequent weeping of fluid from the distal

tip 106 during an RF ablation procedure. Yet still, in some cases, the device controller 108 may

be configured to control the inflation source 114 the thereby control inflation of an expandable

inner balloon member housed within the distal tip 106 to further assist in the weeping of fluid

from the distal tip 106, as will be described in greater detail herein.

As will be described in greater detail herein, during an ablation treatment, the ablation

generator 110 may generally provide RF energy (e.g., electrical energy in the radiofrequency

(RF) range (e.g., 350-800 kHz)) to an electrode array of the ablation device 104, as controlled by

the device controller 108. At the same time, saline, and, in some instances, either concurrently

or separately, a drug solution including a therapeutic, may also be released from the distal tip

106. The RF energy travels through the blood and tissue of the patient 12 to the return electrode

15 and, in the process, ablates the region(s) of tissues adjacent to portions of the electrode array

that have been activated.

The device controller 108 may include hardware/software configured to provide a user

with the ability to control electrical output to the ablation device 104 in a manner so as to control

ablation output. For example, the ablation device may be configured to operate at least in a

"bipolar mode" based on input from a user (e.g., surgeon, clinician, etc.) resulting in the emission

of radiofrequency (RF) energy in a bipolar configuration. In some embodiments, the device 104



may be configured to operate in other modes, such as a "measurement mode", in which data can

be collected, such as certain measurements (e.g., temperature, conductivity (impedance), etc.)

that can be taken and further used by the controller 18 so as to provide an estimation of the state

of tissue during a wound treatment procedure. Further still, the device controller 108 may

include a custom ablation shaping (CAS) system 200 configured to provide a user with custom

ablation shaping, which includes the creation of custom, user-defined ablation geometries or

profiles from the device 104. The CAS system 200 may further be configured to provide

ablation status mapping and ablation shaping based on real-time data collection (e.g.,

measurements) collected by the device.

The features and functions of the controller 108 and CAS system 200 are described in at

least U.S. Publication No. 2017/0215951 and U.S. Publication No. 2017/0215947, the contents

of each of which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties.

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of one embodiment of an ablation device 104a compatible

with the system 100 of FIG. 2A. As previously described, the ablation device 104a includes a

probe assembly having an elongated shaft 107, which may be configured as a handle and adapted

for manual manipulation. Accordingly, as illustrated in FIG. 3, the shaft 107 is in the form of a

handle having a distal portion or tip 106 extending therefrom and a proximal end 122. As

shown, the proximal end 122 of the device 104a may be coupled to the generator 110, the

irrigation pump/drip 112, and the inflation source 114 via connection lines or fittings. For

example, the device 104a is coupled to the generator 110 via an electrical line 124, coupled to

the irrigation pump/drip 112 via a fluid line 128, and coupled to the inflation source 114 via a

connection line 132. Each of the electrical line 124, fluid line 128, and connection line 132 may

include an adaptor end 126, 130, 134 configured to couple the associated lines with a respective

interface on the generator 110, irrigation pump/drip 112, and inflation source 114.

The distal tip 106 may include a neck portion and a generally spheroid body 116

extending distally from the neck. It should be noted that, in some embodiments, the spheroid

body 116 may be generally rigid and may maintain a default shape. However, in some

embodiments, the spheroid body 116 may be configured to transition between a collapsed state

and an expanded state. For example, the spheroid body 116 may be collapsible to a delivery

configuration having a reduced size (e.g., equatorial diameter) relative to the deployed

configuration size (e.g., equatorial diameter) of the spheroid body 116.



In some examples, the spheroid body 116 includes a non-conductive material (e.g., a

polyamide) as a layer on at least a portion of an internal surface, an external surface, or both an

external and internal surface. In other examples, the spheroid body 116 is formed from a non-

conductive material. Additionally or alternatively, the spheroid body 116 material can include

an elastomeric material or a shape memory material.

In some examples, the spheroid body 116 has a diameter (e.g., an equatorial diameter) of

about 80 mm or less. In certain implementations, the spheroid body 116 of the distal tip, in a

deployed configuration, has an equatorial diameter of 2.0 mm to 60 mm (e.g., 5 mm, 10 mm, 12

mm, 16 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm, 35 mm, 40 mm, 50 mm, and 60 mm). Based on the surgical

procedure, the collapsibility of the spheroid body 26 can enable the distal tip to be delivered

using standard sheaths (e.g., an 8F introducer sheath). However, the spheroid body 116 need not

be collapsible in some procedures, and thus has a relatively rigid body and maintains the default

shape.

The distal tip 116 of the ablation device 14a further includes an electrode array positioned

thereon. The electrode array includes at least one conductive member 121. As illustrated, the

electrode array may include a plurality of conductive members 121. The plurality of conductive

members 121 may extend within the distal tip 106, through one or more ports formed on the

spheroid body 116 (i.e., ports 118, 119, 120), and along an external surface of the spheroid body

116. The conductive members 121 extend along the longitudinal length of the distal tip 106 and

are radially spaced apart (e.g., equidistantly spaced apart) from each other. These conductive

members transmit RF energy from the ablation generator and can be formed of any suitable

conductive material (e.g., a metal such as stainless steel, nitinol, or aluminum). In some

examples, the conductive members 121 are metal wires. Accordingly, for ease of description,

the conductive member(s) will be referred to hereinafter as "conductive wire(s) 121".

As illustrated, one or more of the conductive wires 121 can be electrically isolated from

one or more of the remaining conductive wires 121. This electrical isolation enables various

operation modes for the ablation device 104a. For example, ablation energy may be supplied to

one or more conductive wires 121 in a bipolar mode, a unipolar mode, or a combination bipolar

and unipolar mode. In the unipolar mode, ablation energy is delivered between one or more

conductive wires 121 on the ablation device 104a. In bipolar mode, energy is delivered between

at least two of the conductive wires 121, while at least one conductive wire 121 remains neutral.



In other words, at least, one conductive wire functions as a grounded conductive wire (e.g.,

electrode) by not delivering energy over at least one conductive wire 121.

In some examples, the electrosurgical device 104a may further include a user interface

(not shown) serving as the device controller 108 and in electrical communication with at least

one of the generator 110, the irrigation pump/drip 112, and/or inflation source 114, and the

electrosurgical device 104a. The user interface may include, for example, selectable buttons for

providing an operator with one or more operating modes with respect to controlling the energy

emission output of the device 104a. For example, selectable buttons may allow a user to control

electrical output to the electrosurgical device 104a in a manner so as to control the ablation of a

target tissue. Furthermore, in some embodiments, selectable buttons may provide an operator to

control the delivery of fluid from the irrigation pump/drip 112 and/or activation of the inflation

source 114 to control inflation of an inner balloon member within the distal tip 106 (shown in

FIGS. 6 and 7).

As shown in FIG. 3, the spheroid body 116 of the distal tip 106 includes plurality of

proximal ports 118, medial ports 119, and distal ports 120 in communication with the at least one

lumen of the shaft 107. The proximal ports 118 and distal ports 120 generally serve as openings

through which conductive wires 121 of the electrode array may pass. For example, each of the

plurality of wires 121 passes through an associated one of the proximal ports and through a

corresponding one of the proximal ports. Accordingly, the number of proximal ports 118 and

distal ports 120 may generally be equal to the number of conductive wires 121, such that each

conductive wire 121 can extend through a different distal port 120, which allows the conductive

wires 121 to remain electrically isolated from one another. In other examples, one or more

conductive wires can extend through the same distal port 120.

Upon passing through a proximal port 118, each conductive wire 121 can extend along an

external surface of the spheroid body 116. In some examples, the length of the conductive wire

121 extending along the external surface is at least 20% (e.g., at least, 50%, 60%, 75%, 85%,

90%, or 99%) of the length of the spheroid body 116. The conductive wire 121 can then re-enter

the spheroid body 116 through a corresponding distal port 120. It should be noted, however, that

the conductive wires 121 may enter and pass through any number of ports in any particular

arrangement, and need not be limited to a single corresponding set of proximal and distal ports.



As shown, one or more of the conductive wires 121 can be electrically isolated from one

or more of the remaining conductive wires, such that the electrical isolation enables various

operation modes for the electrosurgical device 104a. For example, electrical current may be

supplied to one or more conductive wires in a bipolar mode, in which energy is delivered

between at least two of the conductive wires, while at least one conductive wire remains neutral.

In other words, at least, one conductive wire functions as a grounded conductive wire (e.g.,

electrode) by not delivering energy over at least one conductive wire.

Since each conductive wire 121 in the electrode array is electrically independent, each

conductive wire 121 can be connected in a fashion that allows for impedance measurements

using bipolar impedance measurement circuits. For example, the conductive wires can be

configured in such a fashion that tetrapolar or guarded tetrapolar electrode configurations can be

used. For instance, one pair of conductive wires could function as the current driver and the

current return, while another pair of conductive wires could function as a voltage measurement

pair. Accordingly, a dispersive ground pad can function as current return and voltage references.

Their placement dictate the current paths and thus having multiple references can also benefit by

providing additional paths for determining the ablation status of the tissue.

FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of the ablation device 104a and FIG. 5 is a plan

view of the ablation device 104a illustrating two halves of the device 104a separated from one

another and showing the interior surface of each and internal components. The device 104a

includes the distal tip 106 formed from two or more pieces (tip halves 106a and 106b) configured

to be coupled to one another to form the unitary distal tip 106. Each half 106a and 106b includes

cooperating neck portions and spheroid bodies 116a, 116b, and shafts 107a, 107b. As further

illustrated, an electrical line 124 may be provided for coupling the conductive wires 121 to the

controller 108 and ablation generator 100, a fluid line 128 may be provided for providing a fluid

connection between the irrigation pump/drip 112 and the distal tip 106 so as to provide a

conductive fluid (e.g., saline) to the tip 106, and a connection line 132 may be provided for

providing a connection between the inflation source 114 and an inflatable member provided

within the distal tip 106 (i.e., expandable inner balloon member 136).

As previously described, the ablation device 14 is configured to provide RF ablation via a

virtual electrode arrangement. In particular, the device 104a is configured to provide distribution

of a fluid along an exterior surface of the distal tip 106 and, upon activation of the electrode



array, the fluid may carry, or otherwise promote, energy emitted from the electrode array to the

surrounding tissue. For example, a conductive fluid, such as saline, may be provided to the distal

tip 106 via the fluid line 128, wherein the saline may be distributed through one or more of the

ports (e.g., the proximal ports 118, medial ports 119, and/or distal ports 120). The saline

weeping through the ports and to an outer surface of the distal tip 106 is able to carry electrical

current from electrode array, such that energy is promoted from the electrode array to the tissue

by way of the saline weeping from the ports, thereby creating a virtual electrode. Accordingly,

upon the fluid weeping through the ports, a pool or thin film of fluid is formed on the exterior

surface of the distal tip 106 and is configured to ablate surrounding tissue via the electrical

current carried from the electrode array.

As shown, the nonconductive spheroid body 116 includes an interior chamber (when the

first and second halves 116a, 116b are coupled to one another) retaining at least an inner member

136 and one or more hydrophilic inserts 138a, 138b surrounding the inner member 136. The

interior chamber of the distal tip 106 is configured to receive and retain a fluid (e.g., saline)

therein from a fluid source as well as a drug solution containing the therapeutic, either

concurrently or as separate times. The hydrophilic inserts 138a, 138b are configured receive and

evenly distribute the fluid throughout the interior chamber of the spheroid body 116 by wicking

the saline against gravity. This wicking action improves the uniformity of saline distribution to

the ports (e.g., the proximal ports 118, medial ports 119, and/or distal ports 120). The

hydrophilic inserts 138a and 138b can be formed from a hydrophilic foam material (e.g.,

hydrophilic polyurethane).

The inner member 136 may formed from a nonconductive material and may be shaped

and sized so as to maintain the hydrophilic inserts 138a, 138b in sufficient contact with the

interior surface of the spheroid body 116, and specifically in contact with the one or more ports,

such that the hydrophilic inserts 138a, 138b provide uniformity of saline distribution to the ports.

In some embodiments, the inner member 136 may have a generally spherical body,

corresponding to the interior contour of the chamber of the spheroid body 136.

In some embodiments, the inner member 136 may be expandable from a collapsed

configuration to an expanded configuration (i.e., the inner member may be in the form of an

expandable balloon). The inner balloon member 136 is in fluid communication with the

connection line 132 coupled to the inflation source 114. Accordingly, the inflatable balloon



member 136 is in fluid communication with the inflation source 114 via the connection line 132,

such that, when the inflation source is activated, the inner balloon member 136 inflates and

transitions from a collapsed configuration (shown in FIG. 6) to an expanded configuration

(shown in FIG. 7). Upon inflation, the inner balloon member 136 is shaped and sized so as to

maintain the hydrophilic insert 138 in contact with the interior surface of the spheroid body 116,

and specifically in contact with the one or more ports, such that the hydrophilic insert 137

provides uniformity of saline distribution to the ports. Upon inflating the inner balloon member

136 into the expanded configuration, the inner balloon member applies a force upon the

surrounding hydrophilic insert 138, thereby forcing the insert 138 against an interior surface of

spheroid body 116 and causing the saline solution and/or drug solution to be squeezed out of the

hydrophilic insert 136 and through the plurality of ports. In some embodiments, all of the ports

(e.g., proximal ports 118, medial ports 119, and distal ports 129) may be configured to allow for

passage of fluid from the inserts 138a, 1388b to the exterior surface of the distal tip 106.

However, in some embodiments, only the medial ports 119 may allow for fluid passage, while

the proximal and distal ports 118, 120 may be blocked via a heat shrink or other occlusive

material.

FIGS. 6 and 7 area schematic illustrations of the ablation device of FIG. 3, partly in

section, illustrating delivery of fluid from an irrigation pump/drip, which may include a

therapeutic, to a hydrophilic insert (foam-like material) within the interior chamber of the distal

portion of the device, wherein the fluid can be subsequently distributed to an exterior surface of

the distal portion in response to inflation of an inner balloon member to an expanded

configuration, thereby resulting in a virtual electrode arrangement upon activation of one or more

portions of an electrode array and delivery of the therapeutic to the surrounding tissue. FIG. 6

illustrates the inner balloon member in a collapsed, or at least partially-collapsed, configuration.

FIG. 7 illustrates the inner balloon member in an expanded configuration, which in turn results in

application of force upon the surrounding hydrophilic insert to thereby force fluid from the

hydrophilic insert through one or more ports and to an exterior surface of the distal portion of the

device

As previously described herein, the therapeutic can be provided in a fluid form (i.e., drug

solution) such that the therapeutic can be delivered either concurrently with the saline, or

separately, into the interior chamber of the distal tip 106. The arrangement of the inflatable inner



balloon member 136 and hydrophilic insert 138 ensures a uniform delivery of the therapeutic to

the marginal tissue in the resection cavity and also minimizes wastage of the drug, by precisely

delivering a controlled dose to the marginal tissue.

In preferred embodiments, saline is provided for RF ablation and a therapeutic is

administered under different conditions. For RF ablation, the saline may be delivered at a

pressure that approximates the pressure of the cavity environment. For delivery of the

therapeutic, pressure may be increased to aid in delivering the therapeutic into the subject.

Embodiments of the ablation systems and device are provided that include features for

the delivery of a therapeutic and mechanical application of a stimulus that causes differential

expression of a marker by cell type. Systems and devices can be used in methods that leverage a

connection between the differentially expressed marker and the therapeutic to provide effective

treatment methods. For example, where the therapeutic attacks cells expressing the marker, and

the marker can be differentially expressed in diseased cells, systems and devices are useful for

effectively treating the disease. Thus the mechanical systems and devices for delivering a

stimulus can include features for delivering the therapeutic.

Any suitable non-chemical stimulus may be provided within the cavity such as RF

energy, heat, cryoablation, mechanical ablation, electrocautery, others, or combinations thereof.

The stimulus upregulates expression of a cell surface marker of a target cell type.

Any suitable cell type can be targeted using devices or methods of the disclosure. The

target cell type could be, for example, blood cells, bacterial cells, cells of a certain tissue type,

cells of a certain genotype or karyotype, cells of a parasite, or cells affected by a medical

condition. In preferred embodiments, the target cell type is cancer cells and the non-target cell

types are healthy cells in the subject.

Any suitable cell surface markers may be upregulated using the disclosed devices and

methods. Suitable markers include, but are not limited to, biomolecules comprising

polypeptides, proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, glycoproteins, ribonucleoproteins, lipoproteins,

glycolipids and fragments thereof. Typically the marker comprises a membrane protein,

including polypeptides, glycoproteins and lipoproteins. Thus the marker may be a

transmembrane protein or may be bound to a transmembrane protein or membrane lipid, for

example. The marker may be a cell surface receptor. The receptor may comprise a tyrosine

kinase receptor, such as an erythropoietin receptor, an insulin receptor, a hormone receptor or a



cytokine receptor. Preferred tyrosine kinases include fibroblast growth factor (FGF) receptors,

platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) receptors, nerve growth Factor (NGF) receptors, brain-

derived neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) receptors, and neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) receptors, and

neurotrophin-4 (NT-4) receptors. The receptor may comprise a guanylyl cyclase receptor such

as GC-A & GC-B, a receptor for atrial-natriuretic peptide (ANP) and other natriuretic peptides or

GC-C, a guanylin receptor, a member of the ErbB or epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)

family, e.g. EGFR (ErbBl), HER2 (ErbB2), HER3 (ErbB3), and HER4 (ErbB4), a G protein-

coupled receptor (GPCR) such as a muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, an adenosine receptor, an

adrenergic receptor, a GABA-B receptor, an angiotensin receptor, a cannabinoid receptor, a

cholecystokinin receptor, a dopamine receptor, a glucagon receptor, a histamine receptor, a

olfactory receptor, a opioid receptor, a rhodopsin receptor, a secretin receptor, a serotonin

receptor or a somatostatin receptor, an ionotropic receptor, for example a nicotinic acetylcholine

receptor, a glycine receptor, a GABA-A or GABA-C receptor, a glutamate receptor, an NMDA

receptor, an AMPA receptor, a kainate receptor (Glutamate) or a 5-HT3 receptor. The cell

surface marker may be a cluster of differentiation antigen, e.g. CD2, CD3, CD4, CD5, CD7,

CD8, CD9, CD10, CD11, CD13, CD15, CD16, CD20, CD21, CD22, CD23, CD24, CD25,

CD33, CD34, CD36, CD37, CD38, CD41, CD42, CD44, CD45, CD52, CD57, CD60, CD61,

CD64, CD71, CD79, CD80, CD95, CD103, CD117, CD122, CD133, CD134, CD138 or CD154.

In one embodiment, the marker is correlated with a disease, preferably a human or animal

disease. For example, the marker may be associated with cancer, for example breast or ovarian

cancer. Suitable markers may include: CA-125 (MUC-16), CA19-9, HER-2, also known as

HER2/neu, erbB-2, EGFR2, wADAM 1O, ανββ integrin, Caveolin- 1, CD 147, CD36, CD63,

CD81, Claudin-3, Claudin-4, Desmocollin- 1, EGFR, EGFRvIII, EMP-2, EpCAM, ErbB2, GP I

b, HLA-DR, Hsp70, Hsp90, MFG-E8, Rab 13, PSA, PSAP, PSMA, Hep Par 1, AFP, CAM 5.2,

CD 1O, Vimentin, RCC, and EMA, Ae 1/3, CAM 5.2, CK19, CEA, PSA, PSAP, PSMA,

Thyroglobulin, Calictonin, HER2, GCDFP- 15, Chromogranin, Synaptophysin, CD56, (NCAM),

Leu7, CK5/6, CEA, Mucicarmine, B72.3, Leu, M 1, (CD 15), Calretinin, HBME- 1, Mesothelin,

Vimentin, Mesothelin, 34βΕ 12, Villin, Uroplakin III, CD 10, CRP, IL6, and PD-1. In preferred

embodiments, the cell surface marker is a cell surface protein and the target cell type is in cancer

cells.



In certain embodiments, the therapeutic comprises an antibody that binds to the cell

surface protein. The cell surface protein is PD-1. The stimulus is applied to ablate tissue within

the cavity. Ablation of liver metastases can cause upregulated expression of PD-L1 on primary

colorectal tumors. Devices and methods of the disclosure may cause upregulation of PD-L1 in

distant tumor cells systemically, especially in lymph nodes and other micro metastasis. In some

embodiments, PD-1 inhibitors are used as the therapeutic, e.g., in early breast cancer. For

background, see Shi, 2016, PD-1 blockade boosts radiofrequency ablation-elicited adaptive

immune responses against tumor, Clin Can Res 22(5): 1173-1 184, incorporated by reference.

Use of the disclosed methods and devices provide a variety of benefits. The device 104a

can provide both RF ablation and drug delivery. The hydrophilic insert 138 distributes saline

uniformly for the RF Ablation, so it should for drug as well. The inner balloon member 136

allows the device to minimize drug waste by effectively squeezing hydrophilic insert 138.

Methods and devices of the disclosure may be beneficial for combination therapy for

Triple negative and Her2+ patients who typically have poor outcomes. Methods may increase

their response to adjuvant targeted and chemo therapies, and maybe even make it feasible to give

immunotherapies to those patients as adjuvant therapy when they first present with cancer.

The disclosure includes a method of treatment that in which ablation has an effect that is

synergistic with a therapeutic. In some embodiments, the method includes ablation causing

increased concentration of cytokines. Due to the higher levels of cytokines, administration of a

therapeutic may result in a greater effect than either ablation or the therapeutic alone. In the

preferred embodiments, the ablation causes increased cytokine levels. The method includes

mechanically applying, via a device, a non-chemical stimulus within a cavity from which a tissue

mass has been removed to thereby causing an increased level of at least one cytokine and

administering a therapeutic that has a greater effect in the presence of the at least one cytokine

than if the therapeutic were administered alone. Optionally, the therapeutic is administered via

the device and the device comprises an elongated probe with a delivery tip at a distal portion of

the probe, in which the delivery tip comprises at least one mechanism for application of the

stimulus and at least one port for delivery of the therapeutic. Optionally, the elongated probe

comprises a catheter with a lumen, the catheter extending along the elongated probe and

configured to carry the therapeutic to the delivery tip. Preferably, the at least one mechanism



comprises an electrode, and further wherein the device includes a pressure mechanism

configured to push the therapeutic out of the at least one port.

Certain embodiments exploit the role of heat shock proteins following radiofrequency

ablation. Heat shock protein (HSP) 70 can present tumor antigens to the immune system and

induce an immune response against the tumor. HSP70 can prevent apoptosis and protect the

tumor cells. Radio-frequency ablation increases the expression of HSP70 in the transition zone

of the ablation, with a peak occurring approximately 24 hours after ablation. HSP70 plays a role

in this immune response by presenting tumor antigens to dendritic cells. These dendritic cells

subsequently present the antigens to CD4+ T-cells, which activate natural killer cells or CD8+

cytotoxic cells to attack the tumor. This response can be enhanced by activating the immune

system when the tumor is ablated (using methods such as CTLA-4 antagonists or suppressors of

regulatory T-cells).

Clinically, different families of HSPs have been correlated with different behaviors in

various types of cancer. In breast cancer, HSP70 overexpression is correlated with poor

differentiation, p53 mutation, and a poor prognosis. HSP90 overexpression in breast tumors is

also correlated with a poor prognosis. Further, HSP70 overexpression has been shown to

indicate resistance to chemotherapy, radiation, and ablation in breast tumors. Evidence suggests

HSP70 expression is induced by RFA, specifically in the transition zone. Other markers that

may respond to ablation may include CRP and IL6.

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means

that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment

is included in at least one embodiment. Thus, appearances of the phrases "in one embodiment"

or "in an embodiment" in various places throughout this specification are not necessarily all

referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or

characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments.

The terms and expressions which have been employed herein are used as terms of

description and not of limitation, and there is no intention, in the use of such terms and

expressions, of excluding any equivalents of the features shown and described (or portions

thereof), and it is recognized that various modifications are possible within the scope of the

claims. Accordingly, the claims are intended to cover all such equivalents.



Incorporation by Reference

References and citations to other documents, such as patents, patent applications, patent

publications, journals, books, papers, web contents, have been made throughout this disclosure.

All such documents are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all purposes.

Equivalents

Various modifications of the invention and many further embodiments thereof, in

addition to those shown and described herein, will become apparent to those skilled in the art

from the full contents of this document, including references to the scientific and patent literature

cited herein. The subject matter herein contains important information, exemplification and

guidance that can be adapted to the practice of this invention in its various embodiments and

equivalents thereof.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A medical device for treating diseased tissue, the device comprising:

a probe assembly comprising:

a nonconductive handle including a first fluid line for receiving at least one of a

first fluid and a therapeutic and a second fluid line for receiving a second fluid;

a nonconductive distal portion extending from the handle, the distal portion

comprising a rigid spherical body of a fixed diameter defining an interior chamber in

fluid communication with the first fluid line and configured to receive at least one of the

conductive fluid and therapeutic therefrom, the rigid spherical body also defining a

plurality of ports configured to allow passage of at least one of the first fluid and

therapeutic from the interior chamber to an exterior surface of the rigid spherical body;

an expandable inner balloon member disposed within the interior chamber and in

fluid communication with the second fluid line and configured to transition from a

collapsed configuration to an expanded configuration in response to delivery of a second

fluid from the second fluid line; and

a hydrophilic insert disposed within the interior chamber and surrounding the

inner balloon member, the hydrophilic insert retained in place within the interior chamber

between at least a portion of an exterior surface of the inner balloon member and an

interior surface of the rigid spherical body, the hydrophilic insert configured to receive

and evenly distribute at least one of the first fluid and the therapeutic to the plurality of

ports; and

an electrode array comprising a plurality of independent conductive wires, each including

a length positioned along the exterior surface of the rigid spherical body.

2 . The medical device of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of wires, or one or more sets of a

combination of wires, is configured to receive an electrical current and conduct energy to be

carried by the first fluid passing through one or more of the plurality of ports for ablation of a

target tissue.



3 . The medical device of claim 2, further comprising the therapeutic distributed within the

hydrophilic insert.

4 . The medical device of claim 3, wherein the therapeutic is active against cells having a marker

that is upregulated by the ablation.

5 . The medical device of claim 4, wherein the cell surface marker is a cell surface protein.

6 . The medical device of claim 5, wherein the therapeutic comprises an antibody that binds to

the cell surface protein.

7 . The medical device of claim 6, wherein the marker is PD-1 and the therapeutic comprises an

anti-PD-1 antibody.

8. The medical device of claim 3, wherein the therapeutic is active against cells having a protein

including enzyme that is upregulated by the ablation.

9 . The medical device of claim 8, wherein the enzyme is thymidine phosphorylase.

10. The medical device of claim 2, further comprising an active means for controlling

transitioning of the inner balloon member between the collapsed configuration and expanded

configuration and a plurality of configurations there between.

11. The medical device of claim 10, wherein the active means is operable to inflate the inner

balloon member to a first diameter during an ablation procedure to target tissue and to a second,

larger diameter for delivery of the therapeutic to the target tissue.

12. The medical device of claim 11, wherein, when the inner balloon member is inflated to the

second, larger diameter, the inner balloon member applies a force upon the surrounding

hydrophilic insert sufficient to cause the hydrophilic insert to be compressed between the

exterior surface of the inner balloon member and the interior surface of the rigid spherical body



and further expel at least one of the first fluid and the therapeutic from the hydrophilic insert and

through at least one of the plurality of ports.

13. The medical device of claim 2, wherein the device is operable for simultaneous ablation of

target tissue and delivery of the therapeutic through one or more of the plurality of ports.

14. The medical device of claim 2, wherein each of the plurality of wires is configured to

conduct radiofrequency (RF) energy upon receipt of the electrical current.

15. The medical device of claim 1, wherein the plurality of ports comprises a plurality of

proximal ports and distal ports, wherein each of the plurality of wires passes through at least one

of the proximal ports and through a corresponding one of the distal ports, wherein each of the

plurality of proximal ports corresponds to a separate one of the plurality of distal ports such that

a portion of the conductive wire passing through a set of corresponding proximal and distal ports

has a length that extends along the exterior surface of the distal portion between the

corresponding proximal and distal ports.

16. The medical device of claim 15, wherein the wire extends along at least 20% of a length of

the exterior surface of the distal portion.

17. The medical device of claim 15, wherein each of the plurality of conductive wires passes

through a different distal port.

18. The medical device of claim 15, wherein each of the plurality of conductive wires passes

through a different proximal port.

19. The medical device of claim 1, wherein the first fluid is a conductive fluid.

20. The medical device of claim 1, wherein the plurality of ports comprises one or more medial

ports on the nonconductive distal portion and configured to allow passage of at least one of the



first fluid fluid and therapeutic from the interior chamber to an exterior surface of the

nonconductive distal portion.
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